
At home run around scavenger hunt. 

Rules.


Before you start - tell everyone that you will be running around - we don’t want accidents.

And make sure your footwear is suitable for running around in.


You will get a list of three things to collect at a time.  You will need to remember the list.


Do not start until you are told to go.


Once the leader says go run around collecting the items but take care of the people in 
your home we don’t want any collisions or trips and falls.


When you have collected the three items return to the computer, type done into the chat 
bar and hit enter then hold the items up (or wear them) for the leader to see them.


Scavenger hunt items. 

A clean sock

Something you can wear on your head

A metal spoon.


A blade of grass

Something older than you

Something orange


Something wet

A clean piece of paper

A coloured pencil


Something made outside the UK

A saucepan lid

A shoe that is not yours


Something red

A story book

Your necker!


A dice

Two things that are identical

A blue biro




A coat

Something smaller than a 10p piece

A bag you could use for shopping


A £1 coin

Sunglasses

One sheet of toilet paper - clean and unused!!!!!!!!


An empty box

Something yellow

Something powered by batteries


Something fluffy

Something that floats

Something with stripes


Something with a 5 on it

A bottle of shampoo

A coat hanger


Three left shoes

Something that tells the time

A book with an animal on the cover




At home - Kims game. 

Have small items blutacked down to a tray ready under a cloth


Give the children 2 minutes to memorise the items - have them hold their hands up in the 
screen to stop cheating?????


Then cover the items and give them 2 minutes to write everything down


Go through the items one by one and get them to mark their own work.




At home - drawing a scene 

Adapted from the drawing on the forehead game - can’t use that as the cameras muck it 
up.


Each person is blindfolded and has a pencil and a piece of a4 paper


Tell them to draw these things in order (any ‘story’ will do - adapt for special occasions)


A house,

With sun shining

and clouds in the sky

There is a big tree in the garden

And a bird sitting in a nest in the tree

There is a dog watching the bird.

Somebody is waving from a window.


Now get everyone to remove their blindfolds and hold up their pictures.


Maybe vote on the best one?




At home - single line drawing 

Draw something using just one line.  You cannot go over the same line again.




At home - drawing competition 

Two versions.


Version one - leader says a word and the kids draw it then hold it up


Version two - message each person with a different word and then go through them one 
at a time with the participants guessing what they are - guesses could be verbal or 
written???  You could give everyone a fruit or vegetable, or an animal, 


Drawing Suggestions


Easy


Apple

Book

Table

Chair

Sun

Moon

Star

Car

Banana

Cup

Spoon

Fork

Tree

Snail

Fish


Medium


Computer

Bicycle

Rabbit

Daffodil

Bus

Dandelion clock

Robot

Rocket

Penguin

Knife

Whale

Mountain


Hard


Jellyfish




Elephant

Television

Hummingbird

Human face

Ocean

Ears

Rose

Fire

Skeleton

Lightbulb

Rocks

Compass

Clock

Broccoli




Alphabet game 

Version 1.


First person names something within the category that starts with a, next person does it 
with b, next with c and so on.  If the person cannot think of one they are out and the letter 
moves onto the next person (so the letter doesn’t change).  If you get to Z and people are 
still in return to a and continue without re-using a word.


Version 2.


Everybody has to think of a word that starts with a and then everybody moves onto b.  If 
they can’t think of one they lose a point.


Categories


Fruit and vegetables

Boys names

Girls names

Countries

Puddings

Animals


Ice cream flavours




Four Corners 

Each sets up 4 (or more) stations in their space. Could be red, blue, green, yellow (or 
whatever you want to call them).


Kids move about in their space. When leader calls out stop, they all go to a station. 


Leader calls out a station (ie, blue). Those kids sit out for one turn. I used to get them to 
run that round while they were out.




Human Beans 

RUNNER beans - run on the spot
BROAD beans - make themselves into widest shape possible & waddle around
JELLY beans - wobble about
JUMPING beans - jump about
FRENCH beans - bend hand over and say "ooh la la"
STRING beans - stretch up as tall as possible
MR bean - do a silly walk
BAKED beans - squat down & make a farting noise
MEXICAN beans - Raise arms and lower again (as in a mexican wave)
HAS bean - pretend to walk like n older person, with a pretend stick & holding your bent 
over back - not sure about this last one.



Forfeit quiz


Get the answer wrong and you have to do a forfeit - 10 star jumps?



